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Letter from the Chair Board 
 
To Disarmament and International Security Committee, 
Greetings delegates, we welcome you to the DISEC and sincerely hope this background guide              
helps you with your impending mountain of research. Whether you’re here to add an extra row                
to your MUN CV or to debate or to expand your social circle, we hope you have a fun, enriching                    
experience at BIGMUN. 
  
Kindly note that this background guide is only a short introduction to the topic. We expect each                 
delegate to come to the conference with an understanding of their country’s positions and a               
willingness to forge agreements. We understand that for many of you this will be your first model                 
UN experience and we are so excited that we get to be with you through your first Model UN                   
journey. Most of you are certainly excited but still anxious as to what this conference holds in                 
store but remember to enjoy every moment because these are some priceless memories that all               
of you will treasure. You must keep in mind that apart from having fun and aiming for the trophy,                   
you have been entrusted with a task that needs you to arrive at solutions to the challenges that                  
you will be faced with. Despite the probability of an online MUN to be a challenge, yet we                  
strongly believe you can push your potential to the maximum capacity to make the best out of it.                  
With your help, we hope that this will be an amazing conference and that you will be inspired to                   
continue your MUN journey ahead. We look forward to hosting each one of you and hope to                 
nourish the diplomats in you. 
 
To all the delegates who have committed themselves to this conference, we sincerely hope that               
we meet all your expectations and help you thrive at the art of repertoire. Wishing you all the                  
best for the upcoming conference. 
 

Please feel free to clear any doubts. The chair and the co chair will be more than happy to help                    
you. No question is irrelevant. We hope that you not only enjoy your time with us here in                  
BIGMUN, but that you also consider this MUN to be a stepping stone towards your future                
participation in many more MUNs to come.  



 

Regards 
Efe Arman & Başer Gürsoy 
The Chairboard of the Disarmament and International Security Committee 

 
Research Ideas 
 
Although these subjects are not mandatory to look into, we would really appreciate it if you were                 
to study and think about the ideas listed below for a better and deeper understanding of the                 
problem. Do not forget to think as the country you are representing and not as yourself.  
 

1. What Could China gain from such actions other than land? ( global trade, military etc.) 
 

2. Would there be a possible war outbreak if China were to Continue such actions? 
 

3. How is the Chinese government using the 9 dash line in their advantage? 
 

4. How can the neighbouring countries regulate the actions taken by china? 
 

5. Should there be a difference in the course of the maritime law action plan as China                
claims  
historical rights on the islands? 
 

6. If so, how and under what circumstances would such differences or a different law would               
be put to use with what regulations?  
 

7. How will the outcome of the committee affect other countries such as Turkey & Greece? 
 

8. What would America's course of action be regarding the issue in the future? 
 

9. Should there be a third force to regulate and inspect the area against China? 
 

10. What would this third party be made out of? Would it be a UN sub-body or a completely                  
different regulatory system? 
 

 
 
 
About The Agenda: General Background Information About The Topic 

 
The South China Sea: 
South China Sea, being a part of the Pacific Ocean, is a highly industrially busy and influential                 
piece of water. The seabed other than hosting all kinds of fish and sealife, also contains high                 



amounts of gas and petrol. Also, the sea has a lot of trade routes with hundreds to thousands                  
ships use everyday. 
 
The sea is surrounded by China, Taiwan, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore & Vietnam. For the               

biggest part of the history, before the 1930’s, no country had claimed ownership over the islands                
however, after the Chinese Government started to claim some islands, the rest joined and after               
the Maritime Law was established, the true owners were granted the lands. But in 2012, after                
the Philippines Navy harassed a Chinese fishing boat, some problems arose between the two              
countries that played a role creating the conflict we have today. After such tragedy, all nearby                
governments started militarising the islands.  
 
However, according to the US records, China has over 3000 acres of land on the Nanska and                 
Spratly Island clusters. Also, it is a known fact that the chinese is also enlarging some of the                  
islands for more land to build on.  

 
 
 
The 9-Dash Line: 
The nine dash line is a vaguely drawn line with nine dashes that encapsulates the land chinese                 
government has claims of historical ownership of. Most of the arguments that favour the chinese               
government suggest that it should be their right because of the 15th Century expeditions that               
were done by the Chinese at the time.  

 
The area does not only encapsulate the near entirety of the           
South China Sea but also has hundreds to thousands of small           
islands and sandbeds and even other countries EEZ’s (         
exclusive economic zones) where a country has all the rights to           
any and all resources such as gas, petroleum, fishing and          
trades. The nine dash line also includes zones that are accepted           
as international waters abolishing the 12 nautical miles (200         
miles off shore) that was accepted by the UN in 1982 in the             



Maritime Law Of the Seas which state that all international waters are a shared territory. 
  
The line other than being a soldierly threat is counted as an economical threat as well. Most                 
countries, regardless of the claims of the Chinese government, believe that the zone may be               
used to tax ships which use the zone for any sort of economical transaction because of the fact                  
that the designated area by the nine dash line encapsulates nearly 30-45% of all shipping               
trades. The sea is also known for its highly bountiful fishing areas and reefs which makes up                 
10% of all fisheries. The seabed is also estimated to contain nearly 11 billion barrels of oil and                  
190 trillion feet cubes of gas. 
 
Also apart from being able to have the rights to resources in the area and control the trade, in                   
an EEZ, a country can also execute their own laws. As of 2016, we clearly know that China has                   
reacted strongly to freedom of navigation and overflight operations within the South China Sea –               
including in areas that are at most an exclusive economic zone of some state. They have built                 
missiles, radars and have roaming jets to see if there are any threats to their claims.  
 
One of the instances where this was a problem is when the American Government wanted to                
patrol the area by fighter jets and with war ships claiming to “exercise the freedom of navigation”                 
when a war nearly broke out between the two sides.The US officials said that China was                
“Reaching too far, too fast militarising the islands''. Although the steam had cooled down since,               
some American Military officials say that if we like it or not, a war will break out there in the next                     
5-7 years. 
 
The Cabbage Strategy: 
 
Essentially, this is a strategy used by the Chinese Military to encapsulate and cut off any form of                  
supply chain or exit to the island. Chinese Military “conquered” all of the islands in the region                 
that they got a hold of by this way.  
 
Basically, the islands are surrounded by all kinds of boats such as            
fishing and military boats just like the layered leaves of a cabbage.            
At the end, the resulting image looks like an interlocking pattern           
that is hard to maneuver around. 
 
One instance of this tactic was used when the Chinese Military           
surrounded the Ayungin Shoal island, which is 105 miles from the           
Philippines and was in their EEZ. The Philipine Government even          
had 8 soldiers on the island, however, after the Chinese ships           
started to pull up, the soldiers were forced to leave the island and             
caused a bigger conflict in the area. 
 
However, the case was carried to the International Court Of Justice (ICJ) and was later agreed                
upon the fact that China was guilty and was sentenced with a monetary penalty. 
 



 
 
The Islands In The Area: 
 
The sea hosts an abundance of islands and sandbeds that are scattered all around. But one of                 
the main interests for China was the Nansha & Spratly Island clusters and some other built                
islands named: Fiery Cross Island, Cuarteron Reef, Subi Reef, Mischief Reef, Johnson Reef &              
the Gaven Reef. All the islands listed were “conquered” by China and were militarised. The               
Fiery Cross Island, which is nearly 1 mile square has an airstrip, radar, missile systems and                
more than 200 troops as of 2016 which hadn't even existed two years prior.  
 
The Main concern for all the surrounding countries is, if the Chinese government continues to               
be passive aggressive, they would need to defend themselves and push back as a counter               
attack, maybe even having deaths and starting a war. 
(At this point in the paper, not to elongate the topic further, I would like to request all delegates                   
who read this paper to go to this link about the Great Wall of Sand wikipedia page in order to                    
further understand the topic.  
 
Secondly, this link will lead you to another wikipedia article that most delegates may find useful                
as their country may be on the list of claimant and non-claminant countries on the topic. 
Please note that as the chairs, it is not our duty to fully give all the knowledge but to give you an                      
idea and make you do your own research as well. Not all countries' political opinions can be                 
talked upon in a chair's report. Also, we would like to encourage you all to visit all the given links                    
in the bibliography to have a better understanding and grasp on the agenda. The links both                
contain news articles and studies and some videos too if you are more of an auditory learner.) 
 
TIMELINE: 

2012 

● April – The Philippine warship Gregorio del Pilar was involved in a standoff with two               
Chinese surveillance vessels in the Scarborough Shoal, an area claimed by both            
nations. The Philippine navy had been trying to arrest Chinese fishermen who were             
allegedly taking  

 

● government-protected marine species from the area, but the surveillance boats          
prevented them. 

 

● 14 April – The US and the Philippines held their yearly exercises in Palawan,              
Philippines. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Wall_of_Sand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Territorial_disputes_in_the_South_China_Sea


● 16 April – The Chinese Foreign Ministry urged a Philippine archaeological ship to             
immediately leave the waters of the Scarborough Shoal, which China claims is an             
"integral part of its territory." 

 

● 7 May – Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Fu Ying called a meeting with Alex Chua,               
Chargé d'affaires of the Philippine Embassy in China, to make a serious            
representation over the current incident at the Scarborough Shoal. China also           
warned its nationals against travel to the Philippines and raised trade barriers on             
imported pineapples and bananas. 

 

● 16 May – A fishing ban in the Scarborough Shoal by the governments of China and                
the Philippines became effective. By mid June 2012, both nations had withdrawn            
their vessels from the waters around the disputed Shoal due to the arrival of the               
typhoon season. By July 2012, China had erected a barrier to the entrance of the               
shoal, and that vessels belonging to Beijing's China Marine Surveillance and           
Fisheries Law Enforcement Command were observed near by the disputed shoal; as            
of December 2012, Chinese government ships remain around the shoal and have            
been turning away Filipino vessel; additionally, China has stated it would interdict,            
and board, any foreign vessel that entered waters it claimed. China later clarified that              
it would only conduct interdiction, and boarding, vessels within 12 nautical miles for             
which China has announced baselines. 

 

● May – Taiwan rejected a pan-Chinese approach of coordinating with the PRC in             
asserting claims to the South China Sea. 

 

● June – Indian Navy vessels sailing in the South China Sea received an unscheduled              
escort by a People's Liberation Army Navy frigate for 12 hours. 

 

● 11 July – a Jianghu-V type frigate of the PLA Navy, 560 Dongguan, ran aground on                
Half Moon Shoal just 60 nmi west of Rizal, well within the Philippines' 200 nmi-EEZ.               
By 15 July the ship had been refloated and was returning to port with no injuries and                 
only minor damage. The 2012 ASEAN summit was taking place in Phnom Penh,             
Cambodia at the same time, where the mood was already tense over the escalating              
aggression in the region. 

 

● July – The National Assembly of Vietnam passed a law demarcating Vietnamese sea             
borders to include the Spratly and Paracel islands. 

 



● July – Citing reports from diplomats on-hand, Reuters wrote that Cambodia "batted            
away repeated attempts to raise the issue about the disputed waters during the             
ASEAN Meeting last week as well as the ASEAN Regional Forum." 

 

● 22 July – The Central Military Commission (China) decided to establish the Sansha             
garrison.The move was criticised by the Philippines and Vietnam. China responded           
by calling in a senior US diplomat and reiterating their "absolute sovereignty" over             
the region. 

 

● August – Vietnam is believed to have begun land reclamation at West Reef. 

 

● 1 September – Taiwan performed live fire military exercises on Taiping island in             
September 2012, reports said that Vietnam was explicitly named by the Taiwanese            
military as the "imaginary enemy" in the drill. Vietnam protested against the            
exercises as violation of its territory and "voiced anger", demanding that Taiwan stop             
the drill. Taiwan rejected Vietnam's protests, and Taiwan's Department of East Asian            
and Pacific Affairs declared that "Taiping Island is part of the Republic of China's              
territory....We have noted Vietnam's dissatisfaction over the drill...No one has the           
right to protest over Taiwan's exercise of its sovereign rights there", while China             
voiced its approval and support of Taiwan's military drill on the island. Taiwan's             
Ministry of Foreign Affairs also said, "Our sovereignty over the island is indisputable             
and all of our activities and deployments on the island are legal and will never cause                
regional tensions." in response to Vietnamese claims on the island. Among the            
inspectors of the live fire drill were Taiwanese national legislators, adding to the             
tensions. 

 

● 5 September – Philippine president Aquino promulgated Administrative Order No.          
29, naming maritime areas on the western side of the Philippine archipelago as the              
West Philippine Sea. The order declares that the Philippines exercises "sovereign           
jurisdiction" in its exclusive economic zone, an area declared by Presidential Decree            
No. 1599 of 11 June 1978 to extend to a distance of two hundred nautical miles                
beyond and from the baseline from which the territorial sea is measured. The             
Philippine Baselines are defined by Republic Act No. 3046, as amended. Official            
PRC media responded that this was a "fond dream". 

 

● 23 September – China launched a program to increase the number of UAVs             
monitoring the Scarborough Shoal, Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands and East China           
Sea, which follows a national marine zoning program approved by the State Council             
during the previous year as a part of China's 12th five year plan. 

 



● December – In an interview with the Times of India, Philippines Vice-President Binay             
welcomed the statement made by Indian Navy Admiral Joshi who stated that the             
Indian Navy is prepared to operate in the South China Sea. 

2013 

● March – Malaysia displayed no concern over China conducting a military exercise at             
James Shoal in March 2013. August – Malaysia suggested that it might work with              
China over their South China Sea claims and ignore the other claimants, with             
Malaysian Defence Minister Hishamuddin Hussein saying that Malaysia had no          
problem with China patrolling the South China Sea, and telling ASEAN, America, and             
Japan that "Just because you have enemies, doesn't mean your enemies are my             
enemies". 

2014 

● 10 January – China imposes a "fishing permit" rule in the South China Sea, over the                
objections of the United States, the Philippines, and Vietnam. 

 

● 11 March – Two Philippine ships are expelled by the Chinese Coast Guard from              
Ayungin Shoal in the Spratly group of islands. 

 

● 30 March – The Republic of the Philippines invokes the compulsory settlement of             
dispute clause under the Law of the Sea Convention, by submitting a case to the               
Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague in its case against China over             
competing South China Sea claims. 

 

● 2 May – Vietnamese naval ships and Chinese vessels collide in the South China              
Sea. The incident occurred as China set up an oil rig in an area to which both nations                  
lay claim. On 26 May, a Vietnamese fishing boat sank near the oil rig, after colliding                
with a Chinese vessel. As both sides imputed the blame to each other, Vietnam              
released video footage a week later, showing the Vietnamese boat being rammed by             
the Chinese vessel before sinking. Meanwhile, ASEAN leaders expressed "serious          
concerns" over the tensions, calling for self-restraint and peaceful acts from both            
sides. Many observed that this marked a change in tone by ASEAN members, who              
had previously avoided a collision of their economic interests with China. 

 

● 19 August – A Shenyang J-11 intercepts a U.S. Navy P-8 Poseidon anti-submarine             
warfare aircraft flying in international waters in the South China Sea. 

 



● 7 December – the United States State Department released a report concluding that             
China's 9-dash-line claim does not accord with the international law of the sea. 

2015 

● 19 February – Upgrades and land reclamation were performed at          
Vietnamese-controlled Sand Cay between August 2011 and February 2015 

 

● 8 April – China has been transforming Mischief Reef into an island since January.              
According to UNCLOS, artificial islands do not afford the occupying nation territorial            
waters. 

 

● 8 June – Chinese coast guard vessel anchored at Luconia Shoals (Betting Patinggi             
Ali), leading to a protest by Malaysia. 

 

● 7 July – Philippines v. China is a pending arbitration case concerning the legality of               
China's "nine-dotted line" claim over the South China Sea under the United Nations             
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The Philippines asked a tribunal of              
the Permanent Court of Arbitration to invalidate China's claims. The hearings were            
also attended by observers from Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam.           
The case has been compared to Nicaragua v. United States due to similarities of the               
parties involved such as that a developing country is challenging a permanent            
member of the United Nations Security Council in an arbitral tribunal. 

 

● 15 August – Malaysia continues its protest as China did not move their vessel by               
sending diplomatic notes. In a statement by the Minister in the Prime Minister's             
Department Shahidan Kassim, "We have never received any official claims from           
them (China) and they said the island (Beting Patinggi Ali) belongs to them but the               
country is 400,000 kilometres away. We are taking diplomatic action but in whatever             
approach, they have to get out of our national waters". 

 

● 27 October – US destroyer USS Lassen navigates within 12 nautical miles of the              
emerging land masses in the Spratly Islands as the first in a series of "Freedom of                
Navigation Operation". 

 

● 29 October – The tribunal ruled that it had the power to hear the case. It agreed to                  
take up seven of the 15 submissions made by Manila, in particular whether             
Scarborough Shoal and low-tide areas like Mischief Reef can be considered islands.            
It set aside seven more pointed claims mainly accusing Beijing of acting unlawfully to              



be considered at the next hearing on the case's merits. The tribunal is due to report                
in 2016. 

 

● 14 November – Indonesia announces that it is planning to take China to court over               
the Natuna Islands. 

 

● 31 December – China's Ministry of National Defense confirmed that they are building             
their second aircraft carrier. China's second aircraft carrier was being built in Dalian,             
a port city located in northeastern China according to Col. Yang Yujun, a spokesman              
from the Ministry of National Defense. 

2016 

● 3 January – Vietnamese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Le Hai Binh said that the             
landing of a civilian aircraft in Fiery Cross Reef is "a serious infringement of the               
sovereignty of Vietnam on the Spratly archipelago". 

 

● 13 January – China has finished construction on a 10,000-ton cutter destined for             
patrols in the South China Sea. 

 

● 13 February – Satellite images show that China is currently expanding the North             
Island and Tree Island, both part of the Paracel Islands. Water capture reservoirs             
and fuel bunkers are the newly constructed structures seen in Fiery Cross Reef. A              
newly visible helicopter base is under construction in Duncan Island suggesting that            
Beijing may develop a network of bases in the South China Sea to support              
anti-submarine helicopters. 

 

● 22 February – Japanese Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida cancels his plans to visit             
China. 

 

● 14 March – Beijing will set-up an International Maritime Judicial Center similar to the              
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in order to help protect               
every country's sea rights. According to Chief justice Zhou Qiang, the Chinese            
judicial center will primarily focus on the case of countries with territorial issues with              
China. 

 

● 19 March – Indonesian maritime official involved in a clash with a Chinese coast              
guard boat over a Chinese trawler accused of illegal fishing off the Natuna islands.              



Chinese fishermen were under Indonesia's custody, while the trawler was set free            
after being rammed by Chinese coast guard boat. 

 

● 5 April – China has started to operate a new lighthouse in Subi Reef. 

 

● 22 April – Four A-10 Thunderbolt and two HH-60G Pave Hawks based in Clark Air               
Base conducted flying operations in the vicinity of Scarborough Shoal. 

 

● 10 May – China's navy has launched annual war drills in the South China Sea with                
one of its most advanced warships. The exercises include simulations for breaking            
an enemy blockade and reconnaissance drills with submarine forces. 

 

● 10 May – The USS William P. Lawrence sailed within 12 miles of Fiery Cross Reef                
as part of the freedom of navigation patrol. 

 

● 10 May – China scrambled two fighter jets and three warships as the USS William P.                
Lawrence sailed within 12 nautical miles of Fiery Cross Reef. 

 

● 13 May – Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said that more than             
40 countries support its stance on South China Sea dispute. 

 

● 17 May – Two Shenyang J-11 fighter jets intercepted a US Navy E-P3 military              
reconnaissance aircraft flying in international airspace over the South China Sea. 

 

● 19 May – Indonesian military General Gatot Nurmantyo says they are considering            
conducting joint patrols with Malaysia and Philippines. 

 

● 20 May – The USS John Stennis Strike Group patrolling the South China Sea visits               
the Philippines. 

 

● 21 May – China objects to the presence of four Indian ships in the South China Sea.                 
The ships sailed on Wednesday for a two-and-a-half month long operational           
deployment to the SCS and North West Pacific. The ships will also take part in the                
Malabar exercise in the waters of the Philippines. 

 



● 23 May – US President Barack Obama visits Vietnam aiming to strengthen bilateral             
ties. 

 

● 23 May – A Chinese government bureau is planning to build a base station in the                
Spratly Islands to aid fishing boats in trouble and shorten the distance they need to               
travel. 

 

● 23 June – Indonesian President Joko Widodo sailed on a warship off Natuna islands              
to send a "clear message that the nation was very serious in its effort to protect its                 
sovereignty". 

 

● 8 July – Philippine Foreign Secretary Perfecto Yasay said that the Philippines is             
willing to share the natural resources of the West Philippine Sea to China. 

 

● 12 July – A tribunal of Permanent Court of Arbitration rejects Chinese Nine-dash line              
historical claims over South China Sea, concluding it has no legal basis at             
Philippines' request. The tribunal ruled against China in the Philippines v. China            
case, and unanimously awarded in favour of the Philippines. 

 

● 12 July – Beijing promptly rejected the tribunal ruling and called it "void". 

 

● 12 July – Ethiopia supports China's stance in the dispute. 

 

● 25 July 2016 – in Vientiane, Laos, ASEAN issued a joint statement regarding the              
South China Sea dispute, which stated their commitment to ensure and promote the             
peace, stability and security in the region. 

2020 

● On December 22, 2020, the PRC announced that guided missile destroyer John S             
McCain had been "expelled" after it “trespassed” into Chinese territorial waters close            
to the Spratly Islands. 
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